Ancient sicilian traditions to discover at Calatafimi
Segesta
Discover all secrets of typical sicilian dishes into an evocative location just few minutes
driving from Segesta Temple. Choose your favorite dish and cook like a real Sicilian

Meeting point

Calatafimi Segesta

When

Mon-Fri at 16:30

Duration

4h
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Private

min.2 pax

CHOOSE YOUR EXPERIENCE

⇒ EXPERIENCE NR. 1 - Frutta Martorana cooking class
Martorana's fruit is a typical Sicilian sweet prepared for the solemn Feast of the Dead on November
2nd, a very heartfelt celebration on the island. An almond dough with the shape of a fruit, a real work
of art: beautiful and good. Legend has it that in 1500 the nuns of the Martorana's Nunnery in Palermo
painted sweets to embellish the fruit trees of their garden for an important autumn visit.
You will learn how to prepare almond paste, shape and paint it.

⇒ EXPERIENCE NR.2 - Pasta cooking class
"Maccarruna" the typical Sicilian home made pasta by our Grandmother won't be anymore a secret
for you.

Do you want to learn how to make homemade pasta? Few ingredients for a sublime result: flour,
water and a pinch of salt. Making "Maccaruna" is a real and true ritual that Sicilian housewives
reserved to families during festive's day. After preparing the dough, here's where it gets good.
Through the use of "Buse" ( a short straw/stalk of DISA a typican Sicilian plant) you will make
perfect macheroni.

⇒ EXPERIENCE NR. 3 - Pizza… What a goodness!!!
Do you want to discover all secrets about pizza? Our pizza chef will lead you to the discovery of all
the steps about pizza preparation. You will get your hands in the dough. A skilful blend of selected
flours, water, mother yeast, and salt. After stretching pizza together with pizza chef, you can you
flavour the pizza at your choice!

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Please let us know if any allergies at booking time

INCLUDES/ DOES NOT INCLUDES
►

Cooking Lesson

►

Tasting

►

Wine and water

X

Transport (on request)

X

Extra beverage

Price: from € 35 Per person - Children: € 15,00
Choose:
Frutta martorana Cooking Class (€ 35,00, Children € 15,00)
Pasta Cooking Class (€ 55,00, Children € 30,00)
Pizza Cooking Class (€ 45,00, Children € 25,00)

